How do fixed-bed biofilm reactors (biofilters) used for wastewater treatment clog?
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Introduction

Purified water

Biofilters are used in the field of wastewater treatment for particle filtration and biological pollutants
transformation (Fig. 1).
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Biofilm growth and the accumulation of particles gradually decrease the porosity and increase the
head loss of biofilters, making backwashing a daily maintenance routine.
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Backwashes consist in alternative phases of water and air injection, and under normal operating
conditions, they are applied every 12 to 36h.

Figure 1 : schema of a biofilter

CLOGGING occurs when backwashing fails to bring the filters’ porosity and head loss back to its
initial conditions (Fig. 2). Soda cleaning is the only effective workaround when the filters’ head loss
gets unacceptably high.
To mitigate the impacts of this phenomena, the use of both preventive solutions and clogging
indicators is required.

Objectives
To identify factors leading to clogging of full scale biofilters
To develop a full-scale methodology to study biofilter clogging

Figure 2 : Pressure evolution accross biofilters (clean vs clogged)

Methods
A review of 70+ scientific publications dealing with different processes (biofilters, membranes, infiltration tanks) and at different scales (laboratory, pilot and full-scale) was
carried out to study causal factors leading to clogging.

Results
Causal tree of factors involved into clogging development
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Different combinations of process characteristics and operation strategies can make full-scale biofilters
more prone to clogging, and contribute to the aggregation of organic matter in the porosity.

Experimental strategy to study aggregate structuration before clogging
The strategy design aims to :
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1. Describe processes involved into on-site aggregates structuration
2.Link biofilm adhesion with its composition and key operational conditions
Microscope
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The proposed methodology allows studying clogging at 3 different scales :
1. Full scale : linking operating conditions of full-scale biofilters clogging
occurrence and porosity evolution
2. Granular bed scale : colonisation heterogeneity and bed porosity
3. Aggregate structuration : porosity, biofilm adhesion and composition and type
of micro-organisms
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Figure 3 : Description of the strategy to study the structuring of aggregates
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